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Spider Project
Professional

Spider Project has been available in Russia for twenty years but is little
known in the UK. Steve Cotterell goes some way to correcting this omission.

Spider Project was launched in 1993 by a private
Russian company that now has sixty employees. It is, its
owners claim, the most popular project management
programme in Russia, with Primavera P6 being its
nearest competitor. However, they say, Primavera P6 is
mainly used by multinational organisations where the
system is imposed on the Russian branch by the head
office located elsewhere. The product has no Russian
competitors and is used in thirty countries all over the
world, but most of its clients are Russian. It is used in
many industries and on many large-scale projects
including the 2018 FIFA World Cup and the 2014 Winter
Olympics preparation.
The company has never advertised and tells me that most
new business has been obtained by word-of-mouth
recommendation. It considers the main feature of its
system to be the way in which it simulates resource work
and optimises schedules. The company also claims that
its resource levelling functionality is the most effective
available.
Both networked, multi-user (reviewed here) and
stand-alone versions of Spider Project are available. It
works with Windows 98 onwards (including Windows
8) and in Windows simulations on Macs and Linux.
Installation is straightforward - you just need to select
which folder to install it into.

WBS using the Gantt chart or via the specially provided
WBS Chart. Pressing “Insert” creates a new activity,
which can be moved by dragging and dropping or
cutting and pasting it. All movement of activities, raising
or lowering their level in the WBS and indenting and
outdenting them on the Gantt can be done using the
file menu and keyboard commands. You can have an
infinite number of levels in the project. Each element’s
WBS level is displayed in a column on the Gantt and can
also be distinguished by its background colour and bar
colour on the chart. Elements are automatically indented
and outdented according to their level. The colour of all
Gantt chart elements is user-definable and each project
may have its own set of colours. The timescale on the
display is variable between ten minute slices and many
years.
A dialogue box collects activity information. The first
thing to consider is the type of activity you are entering.
Spider Project doesn’t just base its calculations on hours
of work, but also on the volume of work to be done measured in physical units such as cubic metres, tons,
pieces etc. You therefore need to define the activity type
as duration, productivity, hammock, milestone, switch or
trigger.

You can create a folder structure in which to sort and
store your projects and, when you start Spider Project,
you see a list of your saved projects. From here you select
which project to open or go to the File menu to create
a new project.
From this same menu you can import projects from MS
Project MPP and XML files and Primavera database or
XER files. You can also import project data exported as
TXT or XML files by other applications. This is how Spider
Project interfaces with external applications such as ERP
systems.
When creating a new project, you are presented with a
dialogue box that collects the basic project information.
By default, the new project containing a single activity
opens onto the project Gantt chart. You then create the

The Resource Gantt Chart
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A Russian project
and portfolio
management
system that,
according to
its developers,
offers the most
effective available
resource levelling
functionality.

An Activity Gantt Showing Cashflows
the resource’s details directly into the table fields or click
the new resource line to open a dialogue box in which to
enter this information.

In another table you would have entered the set of cost
categories that this project will use: salaries, machine
costs, material costs etc. You can also create a “Funding”
category, used to simulate cash flow. As Spider Project
supports multiple currencies, you enter the unit cost of
each category, the currency name and the exchange
rate. The exchange rates can be linked to an external
table to accommodate variable rates.

You can set up
a cost category
that is based on a
formula to combine
a set of other costs
in a predefined
ratio - for example
salary + machine
+ materials. This
cost would then be
calculated by the
system.

A switch activity supports conditional scheduling. For
example: if, at a particular point, the project is running
late, it may proceed down an alternative schedule than if
it were running on time. The switch activity is the point in
the schedule where the decision is automatically made.
This decision can be manually overridden if necessary.
A trigger activity represents a risk event that may happen
at a particular point in the project. You enter the
percentage level of probability of the risk you are dealing
with. Then, if the risk happens, the trigger initiates a new
branch of the schedule previously planned to handle that
event. Multiple alternative schedules can be prepared each one to handle a different risk event.
The trigger is used principally when Monte Carlo
simulations are being run (more about this later). In real
life it is probable that the Project Manager would decide
which path to follow should risk events take place,
taking account of the circumstances at the time. This, of
course, can only be estimated when running simulations.
The default activity type is duration, but in construction
projects most will be changed to productivity. To change
an activity’s duration you either edit the figure in the
Gantt column or drag its bar using your mouse.
To enter the volume of work activity simple enter the
planned volume in one column and the unit of measure
in the next, for example 100 m³.
The activity’s duration is calculated and shown in a
separate column. This is done by taking account of the
amount of work to be done and the total productivity of
assigned resources.
To resource the activities, you either create new resources
or refer to your previously created resource table.
To create a new renewable resource (a person or a
machine) in the resource table, hit “Insert” and enter

You can set up a cost category that is based on a formula
to combine a set of other costs in a predefined ratio - for
example salary + machine + materials. This cost would
then be calculated by the system.
These cost categories appear as columns on the resource
and material tables and you enter the planned cost of
each resource in the appropriate column (per hour) or
materials (per unit).
When creating calendars, you set up one that defines the
working hours for each day of the week. You can set up
multiple calendars, each named and coded differently,
defining separate working weeks. You can define precise
working hours, taking account of scheduled breaks
such as lunch hours. You can compile a set of standard
calendars and then create a set of calendar exceptions,
which may go down to a personal level, and which
modify the working week for specific periods. Different
people may have different calendars because their
vacations (exceptions) are different.
An activity’s duration is defined by both activity
calendar (detailing when the work on this activity can
be performed) and the assigned resource calendars
(specifying when the resources assigned to this activity
will be available). This combined information is used to
calculate the activity’s start and finish dates.
You can group resources (a selection of people and
machines) into multi-resource crews and assign them
to activities. Crew costs are based on the sum of the
individual resource costs.
You can define a set of skills and record which resources
can perform each skill. When skills are assigned to an
activity, the system searches for resources with the
required skills and selects and assigns them, taking
account of their manually entered assignment priority,
availability, productivity and cost.
Resources can be grouped into shift teams and, where an
activity is to be performed by multiple shifts, if you assign
different shift teams to the same activity, the system will
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In this table you enter the quantity of this resource and
which calendar it uses. You also enter the materials that
this resource may consume. For example a machine may
require petrol, in which case you enter the consumption
per hour of work.
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recognise from their team calendars that they won’t be
working at the same time and will use this information
when calculating duration.
When assigning a team to an activity, all members of the
team must be available for the work to proceed. Should
you assign resources that have calendars containing no
common working hours to the same team, the system
will flag this up as an error and warn you.
To enter dependencies, which can be drawn onto the
Gantt chart or the WBS Chart, you drag from one activity
to the next to create a finish to start dependency. You
can edit the dependency, making it one of the other
three types if necessary. You also have the option of
defining the dependency type each time you drag one
in. The Gantt chart can be analysed to show activities
without predecessors or successors.
When the project is scheduled, you can display
a histogram showing resource assignment and
over-assignment. You can also select an option that
draws resource dependency links on the Gantt.
Time lags can be entered onto dependencies. Volume
lags can also be created: for example, when 100 m³ of
concrete has been laid during the preceding activity, the
next activity may start.
Hammock activities that last from one schedule event to
another can be created. These can be used to measure
the cost of a resource where that doesn’t depend on its
use, just on its presence on-site - for example a manager
or hired plant.

You can display resource Gantt charts and a selection of
histograms illustrating resource usage.
Activities can be set up with variable resource
assignments. You firstly assign the skill required to do the
job and then define the minimum number of resources
required for any work to be done. If the minimum
number of resources is available, then that work starts.
As and when others of that skill become available, they
are assigned to the activity until the maximum number
of resources defined by you is reached.
You can assign materials to activities - either as a fixed
quantity, as an amount per hour that the work continues
or as an amount per unit of volume.
Against each activity, resource or material you can enter
parallel cost estimates: for example the internal cost and
the contract selling price for the work (to calculate the
return).
Having set up the costing groups, you can then create
“Cost Centres” which summarise defined groups of
costs. For example, one cost centre might include your
labour, machine, material and management costs and
another might include just the contract selling price,
giving you two sensible figures to compare.
These cost centre figures can be plotted on a line graph
showing you the summarised estimates for the duration
- or for any part - of the project. If you then enter
the amounts and dates that funding is received, this
information can be plotted to show the estimated cash
flow situation.

Hammock
activities that last
from one schedule
event to another
can be created.
These can be used
to measure the
cost of a resource
where that
doesn’t depend on
its use, just on its
presence on-site
- for example a
manager or hired
plant.

The
Time-location
Chart
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specify the ranges and formulas that operate them.
However you are not limited to RAG colours - you can
choose any colours you like.

A materials Gantt chart showing which materials will
be used, and when, can be produced. You can produce
a filterable, groupable list containing this information
which can be used to produce an effective ordering
schedule.

Spider Project Professional costs between $4,000
and $2,000 per licence, depending on the number
purchased.

All project history is saved so that you can open the
project at any stage in its past to see how it looked then.
Historical and comparison reports can be produced.

The Three
Scenario method
creates three
project versions: a
most pessimistic,
a most likely and
a most optimistic.
Project Managers
give the most
optimistic to the
contractor, the
most pessimistic
to the client
and keep the
most likely for
themselves.

An organisation can build up a set of template activities,
recording against each activity the work and resources
required. They can then transfer the data from this
library to the activities in a new project being created,
saving time and using past experience to improve
accuracy.
Template projects can be created from old projects, or
from scratch, and used as the basis for new projects.
You can also copy a chunk of an old project for use as a
phase template. Quantities in a template can be scaled
up or down as required by applying a multiplication
factor to all quantities.
Portfolios can be scheduled taking into account all
existing constraints, interproject activity dependencies
and project priorities and reports produced on the
portfolio as a whole.
For linear projects, a Time/Location report shows what
activity is due to take place, where and when.
When the schedule has been created, a Monte Carlo
or Three Scenarios risk analysis can be run and the
probability curve drawn. A vertical red line is drawn
on this chart and, if you drag this line back and forth,
the probability of this value occurring is shown as
a percentage figure. This data can be displayed for
duration, resource hours, costs and other areas. When
the Monte Carlo simulation is run, Spider Project takes
account of all the resource constraints. According to its
owners, this is the only package that does this properly.
The Three Scenario method creates three project
versions: a most pessimistic, a most likely and a most
optimistic. Project Managers give the most optimistic to
the contractor, the most pessimistic to the client and
keep the most likely for themselves.
When the project is underway, you enter the amount
of time spent on each task and the volume of work
completed by each person. When using the Three
Scenario method, all three versions are updated.
An unlimited number of versions and scenarios of the
schedule can be kept and any one compared with any
other. You can set up a number of RAG signals and

How much does it cost?

Spider Project Desktop Plus costs between $2,000 and
$1,500 (this version differs from Professional in that
portfolio management, financial and supplies levelling
are not supported).
Spider Project Desktop (the single user version) costs
between $1,500 and $1,000 (this version differs from
Desktop-Plus in that networked data distribution and
consolidation, notifying managers and resources about
work start and finish and access right management are
not supported).
Spider Project Lite (simplified version) costs $700
(irrespective of number of licences purchased).
Spider Project Viewer is free of charge.

Right to Reply

Spider Project is an integrated project management tool
that includes project and portfolio scheduling, budgeting,
estimating, risk analysis and simulation, monitoring and
control. It supports all existing approaches to project and
portfolio management and performance analysis and
suggests innovative methodologies like Success Driven
Project Management. It is impossible to cover all Spider
Project’s features and advantages in one short review.
For more information please visit www.spiderproject.
com where you will find a lot of information about
Spider Project and the project and portfolio management
approaches that it supports. You can also download a
Spider Project Demo from this site.
We will be grateful for any feedback and will be glad to
answer any questions that you may have, either directly
or at www.planningplanet.com/forums/spider-project
forum.
Vladimir Liberzon
General Manager, Spider Project

Spider Project
7-16 Semenovskaya Sq.
Moscow 105318
Russia
Tel/Fax: 7 495 640 3456
E-mail: smt@spiderproject.ru
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Funding details are added as activities: one activity for
each time a sum of money is due, with the amount
involved and the due date being entered. As actuals are
entered into the project in progress, this information
can be included and used to produce a chart showing
the actual cash flow against that planned.

